Penguins, Shmoos Entertain Junior in Weekend Prom

The Junior Prom week-end began late Friday night with the formal, Arctic Party at the Studebaker with over 500 couples dancing to Johnny Long's music. Outstanding events of the party included the appearance of John J. Barlow '60, and Oscar Rubenstein '64, dressed as Father Christmas and Santa Claus respectively, on the gift of six bottles of champagne to the bandstand. These bottles were sung rendered by the Technet singing group. More on the unusual side was the Saturday night affair, the...
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of our alumni were enrolled in the armed forces, headed by 191 and 46 admiral.

Bush. Tests demonstrate the value of M.I.T. as a national security asset. Whether we like it or not, so long as national security is an important asset, the more the more valuable M.I.T. is, and the safer will our country be. This same thing can be said of very much other organizations throughout the world. The fact that it is but a part of it in this respect, M.I.T. in the present-day position among educational institutions.

In conclusion, any one institution's record is a more cheerful note. I would like to say something about men who have been in educational responsible roles to their students, must whose characters and careers have been in some cases shaped by that influence. M.I.T. is not the exception. This is because the time "dissipates the last of time, no organization is no longer different than in biblical times: "By their fruits shall ye know them.

Thomas M. Sebastic, '03, who operated the Remington Arms Company since the war, is preeminently responsible for the effective scientific research and development during the war, and Chairman of the Washington, needs no introduction. As Director of the Office of Scientific Research and Development, he was successed by
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Dean Sherwood said, about the need for a faculty-chapter of M.I.T. students to cost $2,000,000, Dr. Everett Lee, general chairman of the Committee on Financing Development, told the committee, there is capable of... Naval Towing Tank for use of the department. It was the general opinion among the players that they would help underwrite. Dr. Killian, who spoke at the unveiling ceremony, cited the generator, now under construction. Dr. Killian, who spoke at the unveiling ceremony, cited the generator, now under construction.

**Gymnasium**

More adequate lifting and recreational facilities for M.I.T. students will result from a proposed gymnasium and other new athletic facilities to be cost $2,000,000, Dr. Everett Lee, general chairman of the Committee on Financing Development, told the committee, there is capable of... Naval Towing Tank for use of the department. It was the general opinion among the players that they would help underwrite. Dr. Killian, who spoke at the unveiling ceremony, cited the generator, now under construction. Dr. Killian, who spoke at the unveiling ceremony, cited the generator, now under construction.

**Finest**
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FRATERNITY FINDINGS

Guest Editor—George Freund—Plutus-Betta

Activities at fraternities this past week and last Saturday were the most directly connected with the J. P. Weekend. Phi Sigma Kappa began the weekend with a formal banquet on Friday evening, others among them the Delta Tau Delta, held an all-class cocktail party, inauguration of the week. What caused the Herald to seek advice in the Delta's brown cloaks? Some houses, among them Pi Lambda Phi, ended their weekend with closed doors after the regular J. P.

Phi Sigma Kappa, back up on Jack Reid, were active at the Student Senate Saturday evening. Harry Johnson was responsible for the Phi's, and other brothers obtained the children and pigs. Special recognition should be given to Bob O'Connor of Phi Kappa, and the wonderful entertainment which Miss Gilles girls gave for the weekend. Another phony boy in the College?

The only bid party of the weekend was given by Phi Sigma Kappa in its Kluftson on Saturday with Bob Elliot lead backup band "Rundown" strange entered the changed songs with a pop and piano piece and the result was hilarious. Bob Kirkwood and Schubert Strauss wrote especially good continuations. The brothers had warmed up to the event, buying early, dancing, dancing all night long and the finest by Bob Dekker.

Little social news the last week has been the departure of the Phi Delta Theta house. The Phi Delta Theta house bid pledge supper following by Pete Saturday, dancing, dancing and the singing led by Bob Dekker.

The following companies will be here within the next few weeks for appointment in Room 150:

- Douglas Aircraft, Santa Monica, Calif., November 25-26-27
- Boeing Airplane Company, Seattle, Washington, December 1, 2, 3
- Minnesota Mining & Manufacturing, Philadelphia, December 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7

51 J P Comm. Race
Is Hotly Contested
Candidates Include
Fraternity, Dorm Men
Keeping the tradition of highly contested elections which it established last year, the class of '51 has produced some unusual candidates in this year for the five posts on the Junior Prom Committee. In all, there are eight fraternity men and five dorm men vying for the hotly contested posts.

Harry M. Johnson, a fraternity man, has so far run the highest popular forces. Aside from many posters, featuring the "Pick-or-Pluck" theme, a small brass band has marched through 8:00 lectures on his behalf, and styles of cut-and-paste facsimile labeled "Back the Johnson movement" have been distributed.

Among Dormitory candidates, showy, noisy posters seem to be the rule. All building 32 men, a number have held posts in class of 51. Ralph Romano has been publicist chairman, Rand Gibson his secretaries, and Herbert Yemane who has posters lettered in Chinese has entered on committee. Thomas Lockobbler, another Phie, was chairman of the committee.

It is removed, however, that considerable effort of the fraternity upperclassmen is good Charles Corbeto and Fred Wells, the latter of whom boasts perhaps the finest appearance, Edward S. Hunt, another Phie, has had a total of eight who are running. It is removed, however, that considerable effort of the fraternity upperclassmen is good.

The First Church of Christ, Scientist
Pike, Boston and H. B. Staif, Box 1074, Boston, Mass.

FENNELL'S
99 MASSACHUSETTS AVE., BOSTON
IMPORTED AND DOMESTIC WINES — LIQUORS AND ALES
Across its Bridge at Commonwealth Ave.

Tel. KENmore 6-0222

OPEN DAILY 9 A.M. TO 9 P.M. — Free Delivery Service
We have on Hand RECESSIONER, HENRY BADES, SCHNITZER DRINKING TOOLS.

New York's best!

BEST IN BOAT SIDE in the world is offered by the famous Henry Fendt. It offers you a magnificent view of the Statue of Liberty from a breeze-swept deck. Be sure to go aboard on your next visit to New York. But don't you have to make the trip to enjoy New York's best beer, wine, spirits — or your favorite snack yes and ore.

BEST BEER New York's most famous brewery has ever produced. That's why demand for Ruppert has shagged all records. If you haven't discovered Ruppert lately, you're missing beer at its best. It's our extra-mellow... extra-flavorful. For real good: every drop 11° and over.